Resolution # H 1
Horsemastership, SEC 1.0 General Rules and Information, rule 1.10

WHEREAS, 1.10 Requires that certain fence fillers be used, these are not always available.

Therefore be it Resolved that Horsemastership, SEC 1.0 General Rules and Information, rule 1.10 be amended as follows:

Arena requirements for equitation over fences is 100x200 ft. Fences to contain brush/flower box, picket fence, gate, oxer, panel, post and rail if available.

Submitted by Kelly Bebensee, Individual member
Submitted by Debra Waters, Individual member

Committee: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Council Of Members: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Resolution # H 2
Horsemastership, SEC 2.3 Horsemanship (ability of the rider to count), rule 2.3.4

WHEREAS, rule 2.3.4 Combined lists equitation stock seat with points of 120 per pattern needs to be removed with points returning back to 150 per pattern.

Therefore be it Resolved that Horsemastership, SEC 2.3 Horsemanship (ability of the rider to count), rule 2.3.4 be amended as follows:

2.3.4 Combined
- Seat and hands on rail -English 150 points
- Seat and hands on the rail-Western 150 points
- Cloverleaf barrels Table 1 or pole 150 points
- Bending Table 1
- Equitation over fences 150 points

Submitted by Kelly Bebensee, Individual member
Submitted by Debra Waters, Individual member

Committee: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__

Council Of Members: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Resolution # H 3  
Horsemastership, Sec. 2.0 Compulsory Phases, rule 2.3, new rule

WHEREAS, Obstacle competitors have developed as a specific discipline for a unique group of riders riding in both CSHA Trail Trails and CSHA Obstacle Challenge, and;

WHEREAS, Horsemastership is meant to develop knowledge and expertise for all riders;

Therefore be it Resolved that Horsemastership, Sec. 2.0 Compulsory Phases, rule 2.3 be amended as follows:

Obstacle Sports be added to the Horsemanship category with the following verbiage:

The judging will be done for the Hands and Seat pattern of their choice (English or Western) and an obstacle pattern consisting of at least 10 obstacles challenging the skills required in these disciplines that show the talent, versatility, and relationship of the rider and horse as a team. Obstacles may include natural or man-made obstacles.

Pick up/replace an object  
Walk-Trot-Lope  
Ground pole maneuvers  
Step-over  
Drag/Pull  
Mount/Dismount  
Forehand and Haunch turns  
Backing  
Side-passing  
Leading  
Gate handling  
Bridge  
Teeter-Totter

Appropriate trail attire – long-sleeved shirt, pants, boots will be required.

Submitted by René Turnbull, Family Member

Committee:  
Adopted as written ___  Adopted as amended ___  Rejected___

Council Of Members:  
Adopted as written ___  Adopted as amended ___  Rejected___
Resolution # H 4
Horsemastership Sec. 2.0 Compulsory Phases of Competition, sub section 2.3, new rule

WHEREAS, Obstacle competitors have developed as a specific discipline for a unique group of riders riding in both CSHA Trail Trails and CSHA Obstacle Challenge, and;

WHEREAS, Horsemastership is meant to develop knowledge and expertise for all riders;

Therefore be it Resolved that Horsemastership Sec. 2.0 Compulsory Phases of Competition, sub section 2.3 be amended as follows:

The category of Obstacles will be added to 2.3 as follows:

Obstacles:
An obstacle pattern consisting of 10 obstacles challenging the skills required in these disciplines that show the talent, versatility, and relationship of the rider and horse as a team. Obstacles may include natural or man-made obstacles in any combination from the following list.

- Pick up/replace an object
- Changes of gait
- Ground pole maneuvers
- Step-over (forward or back)
- Drag/Pull
- Mount/Dismount
- Forehand and Haunch turns
- Backing
- Side-passing
- Leading
- Gate handling
- Bridge
- Teeter-Totter
- Maneuvering of Man-made props

300 Points

Seat and Hands on the Rail

300 Points

Submitted by René Turnbull, Family Member

Committee: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__

Council Of Members: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Resolution # H 5
Horsemastership, Sec. 3.0 Judging and Competition Criteria, sub section 3.2 Riding new rule

WHEREAS, Obstacle competitors have developed as a specific discipline for a unique group of riders riding in both CSHA Trail Trails and CSHA Obstacle Challenge, and;

WHEREAS, Horsemastership is meant to develop knowledge and expertise for all riders, and;

WHEREAS, the addition of Obstacle as a Compulsory Phase of Horsemastership will need support from experts in the discipline and for consistency should be judged in a similar manner in Horsemastership;

Therefore be it Resolved that Horsemastership, Sec. 3.0 Judging and Competition Criteria, sub section 3.2 Riding be amended as follows:

The category of Obstacles will be added with the following notations:

The obstacle portion must be set and judged by a Trail Trails Senior Judge or an Obstacle Challenge Head Judge.

A maximum of 3 tries will be allowed for each obstacle before the rider must bypass. A score of zero will be given for the obstacle, but will not grounds for elimination.

Submitted by René Turnbull, Family Member

Committee: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__

Council Of Members: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Resolution # H 6  
Horsemastership, SEC 4.0 Region Responsibility, rule 4.5

WHEREAS, rule 4.5 each participating Region will be charged a $25.00 intent fee, to be sent to state chairman prior to August 1, should be increased due to inflation and increasing costs to affiliated program;

Therefore be it Resolved that Horsemastership, SEC 4.0 Region Responsibility, rule 4.5 be amended as follows:

Each participating Region will be charged a $50.00 intent fee, to be sent to State Chairman prior to August 1.

Submitted by Kelly Bebensee, Individual member  
Submitted by Debra Waters,  Individual member

Committee:  
Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__

Council Of Members:  
Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Resolution # H 7
Horsemastership, SEC 4.0 Region Responsibility, rule 4.9

WHEREAS, rule 4.9 this is in the wrong place. It is the State chairperson who makes changes regarding patterns;

Therefore be it Resolved that Horsemastership, SEC 4.0 Region Responsibility, rule 4.9 be amended as follows:

Delete

WHEREAS, the just deleted paragraph was poorly written. Resolve: replace with new rule

5.0 State Responsibility

Riding patterns should not be repeated each year. State Chairperson to choose new and/or rotate old riding patterns for each category.

Submitted by Kelly Bebensee, Individual member
Submitted by Debra Waters, Individual member

Committee: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Council Of Members: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Resolution # H 8
Horsemastership Sec. 5.0 State Responsibility, rule 5.6 Riding Test, new rule

WHEREAS, Obstacle competitors have developed as a specific discipline for a unique group of riders riding in both CSHA Trail Trails and CSHA Obstacle Challenge, and;

WHEREA, the addition of Obstacle as a Compulsory Phase of Horsemastership will need support from experts in the discipline and for consistency should be judged in a similar manner in Horsemastership;

Therefore be it Resolved that Horsemastership Sec. 5.0 State Responsibility, rule 5.6.1 Riding Test be amended as follows:

The addition of a new sub section specifying the following:

The obstacle portion must be judged by a Trail Trails Senior Judge or an Obstacle Challenge Head Judge.

Submitted by René Turnbull, Family Member

Committee: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__

Council Of Members: Adopted as written __ Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
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Resolution # H 9
Horsemastership Sec. 9.0 State Champions, rule 9.1.2

WHEREA, Obstacle competitors have developed as a specific discipline for a unique group of riders riding in both CSHA Trail Trails and CSHA Obstacle Challenge,

WHEREAS, Horsemastership is meant to develop knowledge and expertise for all riders,

WHEREAS, the addition of Obstacle as a Compulsory Phase of Horsemastership will create a new opportunity for both juniors and adults to achieve a State Champion award.

Therefore be it resolve that Horsemastership Sec. 9.0 State Champions, Sub section 9.1.2 be amended to include the categories:

Obstacle Junior
Obstacle Adult

Submitted by René Turnbull, Family Member

Committee: Adopted as written __  Adopted as amended __ Rejected__
Council Of Members: Adopted as written __  Adopted as amended __ Rejected__